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INTRODUCTION. 

The following paper is concerned with the distribution which arises in the 
theory of breaking strength of what Ve shall tent bundles of threads. A bundle is 
defined to be a group Of threads of equal length p= side by side with their 
corresponding ends clamped together so that when extension is applied to the bundle, 
all its constituent threads extend at an equal rate. It is required to relate the 
statistical distribution of breaking strength of bundles having a given number of 
threads of a given length to the known distribution of breaking strength of single 
threads of a standard length. 

The problem presents itself naturally in the theory of strength testing of 
textile materials. The procedure of determining the breaking strength of bundles has 
similarities with a test widely used in practice for estimating the strength of 
textile yarns, known as the "hank" test for woollen and worsted yarns, and the "!.ea" 

test for cotton yarns, The method adopted is to reel a hank of yarn containing a 
stated number of turns of specified circumference, and to apply the breaking load to 
the hank by stretching it between two hooks. We have used the term "bundle" , howeve :: :r, 
in preference to "hank" or "lea" for the reason that in the practical test just 
described the amount of slip at the hooks, although usually small, is indeterminate, 
so that the conditions of such a test are ill,,defineä and ambiguous. 

The first detailed treatment of the subject appears to have been given in 
1926 by P.T. Peirce (1). He deals exhaustively with its physical aaaects and derives 
many useful formulae, Relevant experimental 'imental work on cotton yarns is published in 
previous papers of the same series. 

The wider significance of the problem is also emphasised by Peirce, I7c 

-points out that any study. of the strength properties of materials must involve 
considerations fundamentally similar to those arising in the theory of bundles 
called by him "composite specimens ") since each clement of the material may be 

thought of as made up of sub -elements arranged in both series and parallel along 
a given direction of stress. A recent notable a:i:'t.c.upt by W. Weibull, 1939 (2) to 

develop a statistical theory of Strength of Materials als a ïJpears to us to fail in its 
assumption that when one sub-element breaks the remainder inevitably follow suit; 
it seems mote likely that the remaining cub.. -elements -would have a. definite probability 
of bearing the rediS'tr'i.1Jtt'ted. St rdsseS, Tile behaviour is, of course, complicated by 
the mutual support afforded by the cantaot of the subeelenents, .and. a realistic theory 
must neces;Jari_ly involve a more sophisticated representation of the material, 

The present work is a study of the mathematical properties of the bundle 
strength distribution.. Apart from its practical application, the distribution :Itself 
is of considerable inherent interest and appears ';.Hitherto' 'to have received little 
attention from mathematicians. In particular, the main object . of the work has been 
to study the asymptotic fort assumed by the distribution when the number of threads 
is large, as is most commonly the case in the practical applications. 

$cope of the palper. 

A preliminary discussion is given : of the physical principles involved., and 
results are stated-which apply in general to very large bundles whose constitution 
is indistinguishable from the population of cingle threads. The work in this section 
overlaps that of Peirce to a large estent, and many of the results quoted were also 
given by hiss, 
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The distribution of bundle strength is then obtained, and subsequently 

attention is concentrated on the case where the load distributes itself equally 
between the threads. Two peculiar forms of the single thread strength distribution 
are considered in detail, 

The second main section of the paper is devoted to a study of the 

asymptotic behaviour of the bundle strength distribution for large numbers of 

threads, and a method is developed which reduces the problem to its simplest terms 
and provides a preliminary solution in the practically important case. 

In the final section, the method of steepest descents independently 
confirms some of. the 'results already obtained, and provides a means of studying the 

asymptotic behaviour in more detail. 

PHYSICAL BACKGROUND. 

In most threads the breaking strengths of small lengths taken contiguously 
along the thread, are to some extent correlated, and it is convenient to take as 
fundamental a standard length R., of thread such that'contiguous lengths are 
negligibly correlated in breaking strength; further, we shall assume that the laN:e'dh 

of the bundle is an exact Multiple of the standard. length The practical peobleo 
then divides into two parts, namely (a) to relate the strength distribution of lone 
single threads with the fundamental single 'thread distribution and (b) to diecoVer 
how the strength distribution of a bundle of threads is related to the strength 
distribution of single threads of the same length. 

( a) The first question is a relatively simple one. 

Let Us') be the chance that a thread of length,e, does not exceed S in 

.strength, Then if a thread of length %eP,, is not to exceed. S in strength, neither 
ilwzt any of the el sections of length Â.. , and the chance of such a thread occurring 
is therefore O1) provided its strength properties are distributed in a. random way 
'along the length of the thread. The special case where the fundamental distribution 

is nearly. enough Normal, that is b(5) 775' was considered 

by Peirce (1) and later in much greater detail by Tippett, 1926 (3) who was interest- 
ed in the analogous statistical problem, and tables of the distribution and its, 
constants are available for ye up to 1,000. Daniels, 19)l (II) has also shun 
that the mean M and standard deviation e. of this distribution satisfy the 
approximate relation N1 = with good accuracy forall values of 
FUrtheraore Fisher and Tippett, 1927 (5) considered theasymptotio forn of b1::s 

for arbitrary bts when n is large, and. conclude that with certain restrictione 
on b(s) , the only possible limiting forms nMCh 1'(S 'l can assume are el-T7, 

and 
;..nt<L 

,-the constants being determined, by the may in which b(s) a-Oproache 

zero for small values of S . The second expression is actually aelimiting form of 
the first which holds when b(s) does not become zero untile-. .0 and. as Values 
of have no meaning in the present physical application, the second fora is not 
relevant except as an approximation. 

It may be concluded that the effect of length of specimen on single thread 
strength distribution. is well understood, and we need not further concern ourselves 
with it, 

(b) Tire now turn to the distribution of bundle strength in relation to the 
corresponding distribution for single threads of the same length, and for this case 
it is. necessary to consider in more detail the load-extension propertieb of the 
thread. 



Whatever the assumptions made about these properties, the seceenoe of 
events when the load is applied is as follows. Suppose the load is increased 
gradually from zero to its final value. At first it is distributed in some way 
between all e threads and equilibrium may be reached without any thread. giving 
way. If the load is great enough, however, one of the threads breaks at some 
stage, and the load is redistributed among the remaining n- I threads, eaQh bearing 
a rather larger Share than before and making it more likely that others will give 
way. In similar fashion., a nunil,er of threads probably break successively, the 
situation finally resolving it self in one of two ways; either a point is reached. 
where the remaining threads have sufficient strength to maintain between them the 
final load, or no such point is reached and all the threads finally give way, in 
which case, of course, the bundle is broken, 

,2 test of breaking strength could no doubt be performed in this way, 
weights being added to the bundle in discrete units until all the threads go, and 
in fact the hank test is often thus carried out in. mills. The more usual method, 
however, is to apply a continuously varying load in such a way that the rate of 

extension of the bundle is approximately constant. The recorded load then increases 
to a maximum and falls again, and at the maximum point, the values are taken as 
breaking load and breaking extension. 

Mathematical formulation. 

To formulate the problem more precisely it is necessary to know how the 
load distributes itself between the constituent threads of the bundle, and this 
depends on what assumptions Are made regarding the elastic properties of the thread. 

1. Inextensible threads. We observe first that if the threads are assumed. to be 
inextensible, t e problere has no definite solution, A more familiar example of the 
same state of affairs is that of a rigid. gid. beam supported horizontally at more than two 
points, in which case the pressures on the supports cannot be deduced.. The threads 
must therefore be oapable of extension. 

2 Lar7e bundles General ca.se N Denoting lead. by S and. extension 'by -Q- , the 
load-extension on relation fo a given. thread can be written 

se f(-e, a) 

where ,a represents, without real loss of generality, one parameter defining the 
curare and taking a value specific to each thread.. The value of a. for a particular 
thread will be in the general case correlated with the breaking load o- , or the 
breaking extension e for that thread., where G li (E ) i so we weite cl7 (« , ae te a cl e 

for the joint distribution of ea and. E over the population of single threads, and 
Y(E) á e 3' c (x E') d>: for the distribution of breaking extension 

for all threads. ° 

Consider, therefore , a sample containing ng a large enough number n of 

threads not to be distinguishable in constitution from the population, Let a load 
be applied to the bundle constructed from this sample and let the corresponding 

extension be _a If the bundle does not break, a state of ecquilibrium is set up 
at which there are r surviving threads, and r must satisfy the relation 

e 

At extension -. the load on a given thread is Ce,aa and when equilibrium is 
reached the total lead is distributed over the surviving threads so as to make 

,5 _ 
aEbS(, 

rb (!E1 ( 
x ° 

2) 
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Hence from (x) and (2) the load -extension relation for the bundle is 
sfz. 

S n s. d.E 
o (3) 

The breaking extension for the bundle is attained when S has its greatest possi.ble 
value Sy in which Case 

>v ao 
á des 4.(2,ors) Gi3C,e) as o 

(4) d tz -e. o 

It is worth noting from (3) that for large bundles the load for a given extension is 
directly proportional to the number of constituent threads, the load -extension curve 
being similar for all large bundles, 

3. S ecaal re'rms of 

(1) In the present study we will confine ourselves to threads whose extension., 
up to the moment of breakages is proportional to the load; setting it ,i) -_ * _Q 
in equation (3) , we then have 

aril 
o-o 

S""( ) C ,t 74 

0 \I 

S áGs ,Elda 
o 

where cL(0 is the mean value of ,e over all, threads having breaking extension equal 
to . , and 4q.) as defined above is the distribution of breaking extension., Thus 

S= (5) 

(2) It is found experimentally (cf, Peirce loc, cit.) that in a large number 
of cases the load -extension ratio is uzcorrelated. with the breaking extension for 
any strand (and hence, it is easy to show, with the breaking load also), Equation 
(5) then takes the sirpl.er° form 

S .. R.. S 4,(6) e 2 
and for breaking extension of the bundle, 

es4'Cs)a,E 
ae t .e 

(6) 

(7) 

(3) Finally, it may be that the dispersion of cx, is negligibly small compared 
with that of breaking strength. cr-i4. That this is a reasonable assumption is evident 
if we consider a thread composed of a. large number N of independent consecutive 
elements, such as, for example, a long chain, the r element having )0-= 0 

Under a load. S each element extends - r = , and if the total extension is 

A !_ 2 ,, then the lead :extension relation for the whole thread is S = AR lAaere 
C_ 

From this it is clear that as the number. N of elements is increased, the 

dispersion of ; decreases as J . On the other hand, the dispersion of breaking 

strength in general decreases at a slower rate than FFT with increasing N . 

.-k, ....,_,...,.er,a.9. 

This is found to be the case with hard twisted woollen yarns. 



It is in fact possible te give a. physical interpretation to the region 
between ee and w, When the load. S is applied to the bundle, threads break 
until a fraction e.tev.0 have given way, at which point equilibriUm is established. 
If now additional threads are cut, equilibrium is still maintained until the total 
fraction removed is eeeJ,) beyond this point, the cutting of an extra thread 
causes the whole bundle to collapse, The region between ee and thus indicetee 
all possible states of equilibrium when a load S is applied to the bundle, Perhaps 
the argument is more clearly seen if it is noted that the ordinate of the we 1-2q 

gives the fraction of threads actually broken whea the load on eaoh thread-tesei 
while the ordinate of the curve represents the fraction which must break under this 
load. Equilibrium is anly possible when the former exceeds the latter. 

The condition (9') to be satisfied at breaking load is made to hold when 
PQ is tangent to the curve at ee,. "When Pb? is steeper than'this,.S0 that it does 
not intersect the curve at any point other than at ei =0., there are no values of 
ei for Which equilibriam on be established. 

The fOrm of the curve for c-( can vary within wide limite, subject only 
to the conditions ce. (e 

_sm12.11alt. 

CL 0 ) when eei 

So far we have only considered the behaviour of bundles which contain such 
a large number n of threads that the constitution of each bundle is taken to be the 
same as that of the parent population. When n is small and the sampling variation 
of the constituent threads is taken into account, the distribution of bundle strength 
beeomes of interest. 

A sample of n threads may itself be considered as a finite population in 
its own right, and the results just proved for large samples hold no less for small 
values of n . Suppose the strengths of the n threads are arranged in descending 
order of magnitude (r, :re Then the condition for equilibrium with es 

survivors under a load is 

and the strength of the bundle is given by 

;e1. eINGLI-1... (Try 

This rather curious rule may be illustrated by an example, Suppose that 6 threads 
when tested singly snapped at loads given in the first line of table 1. 

! 3.6 Load 52 ¡ 4.4 1 8.2 i 6,1 1 5.7 1 
, i 1 : 

. 

I 
m , r. .,..4.0,14 AA.1.1....,014VIAILA,10,0* m ... ,r,.. - .... -. 

Order 6 i el. 5 1 1 2 1 3 
i 

3e...,,...sunreatn.rnsrpetten.s,ae.m....t...1w,n.,.....co 
i '''E 1 , I 7 - 1 Product 1 21.6 ¡ 20,8 1 22.0- 8,2 . 12.2 1 li.1 

A 
A311101.1.1.0101AAJACAIAIMATAIOLAAIAAAAIIAIIAA.M.17,1011..11.1AV4AA.taxuAlArAIAA,....A.AI.A.A.A.18.1%1711., 011.47.1A,,,,A1,,I,ArASIAVA.131.511eaAAA1,NAAIAEAVAAA17,1A 

Their descending order is written out in the second, line, and finally the 
product of order x load is given. Then it follows that if all six threads has been 
tested as a bundle, its strength would have been given by the greatest of these 
products, that is, by 22.0. 

The graphical representation is also of interest for small samples, the 
curve for.cecee) being replaced by the survivor curve of w for the sample (fig: 2.) 
which has a step-like ferm, the height of each step being, Note that the uRper 
value is to be taken on each discontinuity. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF BUNDLE SMOG-TH. 

a 

An expression for the chance that a bundle has strength less than S 

will now be derived) It is evident di considering the breakage of successive 

threads that if the bundle breaks under load S the conditions to be satisfied are 

o Er < 

t'N 

C.-. 

--] 

< I 

< SI <, ; 

where -c-;,-, ,s, --. are the strenths of threads breaking in order 
1, 2, ...,.. and as the distribution of single thread strength is 
the chance chance of the event (10) occurring is seen to be 

.S' s ,, 
,3 
,-, 

B, ,-.-... yo. 9cs,)as-, e ( sp,_,-)a-+, --t ) 
t 9(_ N t)t, S. E..)( ,S,) 

)-), t` ) ' a j ' 0 ..S.,, ' 5,, 1 

.,-3. S, 

the factor Al. allowing for all possible ways of arranging the threads, Setting 

y..,.. -4.- (- e (s,..E.,, and 6 , = 1) 1 -s.,.i.$) vv-he re b(s) -0 o 
as defined above, the formula is more simply written 

6, , b" 6,_ b 

= n! ci.m..,, -r a)c a.)L, Ç d_t (11) 
0 )1,,1 - 1, V.1 

The distribution may be expressed in a variety of other ways, some of which are now 
given. 

-.J.:xpression as determinant, Consider the slightly more general function 
..._.2.,...-----,.........-..........,.........-,......... 

h t bk, -t, 

B,(x) ,...,. tr, ! 
a_)c. (- ct)L,, , v-,-, J ,.. cx 'Lb 

.1 

i k 

)4 '' -X ....-1 

It satisfies the equation 

0c) with 

and has the property that .,-, oonseouentliv a Taylor expansion leads 

(D 2),(x.) 'n...221,2) - ' -4- 2..?Ì 

The distribution for the more general case where the dispersion of the 
load-extension ratio 04_ is not negligible is given in Appendix B, 
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and solving the set of equations obtained on replacing r by .. 

we derive the result that 

o 

( 3C.) - ;\ 
a. - I 

! - 

vs -3 (1).2.- )c) (-6., - 
v, ( ! 

Alternatively the Taylor expansions 

- vN 

a, -- 

C) = 

o 

-0_ 

lead to the evivalent form 

sis,(_)<) 

4- "'C2-0 

\ 71 

*4". ( \ 

0 I 

6 
o 0 6.) 

pc- 

- 

- 

in 

I 

1D, 

Pc 

('3) 

(15) 

in either form, the sDecial case which concerns us is when )c... 0 , and the form02 
for is then 

I 
..,-- i...., "...--1 

el b...., t> v, 

.--3.- I. 

I 

o o b 

b 1 

( .16) 
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There are two interesting ways in which 1),,, can be ecpanded 

(i) The first is most simply arrived at from first principles. Consider the 
whole range of strength from 0 to -0 to be divided up into intervals bounded. by 

r t , as in fig 

I 1 t 

$_ .s 

The chanoe of a thread having strength between ,g, and 4 is b 

If a bundle of n threads breaks .under a load .S it must at least satisfy the 
condition that none of its threads exceeds S in strength, otherwise the last 
survivor would not break, ' The chance that the bundle contains 1), threads between 
s 
--a. 

and.S , 1),:_ between 
,) 

and. 4 , b 
t 

between and 
1 I ' 

and 
less than S , where 3,411, b is J. # . ...--. 11 ! 

vl ' 

V'S 
I ( b -b) bz -5;4'1 . . . - b,.,) 

k! kz! 
' ' 

But the bundle must have further restrictions if it is to break under- load , For 
equilibrium never to be possible, the number of threads in the bundle which are less 
than in strength must be at least equal to r in mhieh case the W.s have to 
satisfy conditions (17a) or their equivalent form (17b), viz, 

Pt-041-, -1 '1* 

13y, 4»0" 3 

+. j)2. 

4. 

1 

-1- -1- 132.1- 1.), 

17, 443 , 
1": 1- 'F"3 

"1- + 

4- 

The chance of the bundle breaking under load S is therefore given by 

t 6, C 63) . ( 15 
= (18) 

1.) '. . . 

where the 1)'s are summed over all values consistent with (17a) or (17b), The 
corresponding formula for BC 7:o is obtained on writing for 6, , 

(ii) The second series expansion is obtained from the multiple Taylor expansion 
of the determinant in powers of the b,» . We have 

P., 
f .;)b, 

' ' -i- . -_-_ (B -1.-- 21 b p -----,) --r ,re---2,---5 k-- bS) o - n 0 r 

where ( )0means that b, is replaced .by 0 in the final expression Mary of the 
terms of this expansion vanish on account of two rows of the determinant becoming 
identical after differentiation when the b are made zero, and in fact the only 
non,-vanishing terms are obtained as follows. Numbering the rows from the bottom 
upwards, first the ..rT. row is differentiated r; times, then the cf.-nY" raw T.,.. 

times, the (Y-c,-,...r.3)°- row 113 times and so on till finally the ,-,''' (top) 
row is differentiated 1",, times where r; --r, -t- .-1- r,,.. ,,, i 

'., it being essential to 



differentiate the nl ?row at least orne,. If the resulting determinant is then 

rearranged. with the ' row at the bottom, the ('t i -rL \z^ row in place of the r,m 

the row ix! place of the ; .,_Yr , and so on the sign of the 
determinant is ahaxfged by and its value 
becomes 1 The expansion is therefore 

v«.n { :7,¡. b..r .. br,,,r,+....wv.,.-i 

n m.i r r! r f .. r p 
f 1 . vy 

summed over all values of the r's such that r, >, t ann. 

(19) 

E lìoi fulw The recurrence formulae ( l4) provide the simplest my of 
obtaining formulae for 3,, , and for the first few values of , we find. 

Bo 

3 
B; = bt 

> 

,p3 .31)11- -- b3 3 b, b 3 - 

14- bf btt- 6', 6 - t',.. b b3 b _ t b, bw . Lt_ 03 blt- 

L t b _P b, à J° ir 

With higher va/ues of y, these formulae rapidly become unmanageable. But it is 

precisely for large n that formulae are most recau:ired for the distribution of 
bundle strength, so that importance attaches 'co the possibility of obtaining some 
form of asymptotic expression for .t, , Before considering that question, however, 
we first of all turn our attention to two special forms for which present certa!- 
simplifying features. 

(i) Dichotomous d.istributiyna p form of 3, which is specially simple for all 
Values of -F common one in practice, is that in which the single 
threads have Only two possible strengths and v.(. that is 

We observe first that bY, = o ,, and hence B = c, , whenever S , Divide up the 
range of v into the intervals r U ç S<(%-4-00-). for n Then or values os 

.o 

S we have,when S is in the 'r°, interval, 

wr Gr 

3 
m 7 Y' 

This holds for all intervals having r > [ 
J 

, and also for that part of the interval 
r ., r vl it which s y, 

Consider now the series expansion (18) . When s >. v'& and S is in the 
r interval, the only non -vanishing terms are those in which P.,=0 except for m 
and .. Writin.g pr . p , = n-0 , conditions (17b) imply that _ r and the 
expression for 2 becomes, with this special fo:on for. bc. 1 , 8h = o when S <' 1 

} 

,,,t(I -b "b ' 

e_ E whet. ,v4 S (r -f- f v 4 and. S .F 
' 

p =o P' 0,,-P)! 
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The frequency distribution is thus a partially collapsed binomial distribution; the 

freQuencies at points S= 
,N are provided '^ 

TL 4-)7 

but the remainder of the binomial terms at points where '0 .=-1 L'.i.1;] are grouped. 

together at S-.Z.VNt4. . The approximate form of 9,, when y. is large is in this 

case easily deduced from the normal approximation to the binomial, Far very largo 
vl there are two distinct limiting states according to whether the collapsed part 

contains the greater or lesser half of the binomial distribution, the appropriate 

oanditions being ì(t -b or ) \ respectively. In the first case all ValueS 
concentrate at s "1-k 

; 
in the second they concentrate at S = e,%'-((t-b) 

These ultimate limiting states are immediately obvious from the diagram (fi 5) 

on applying the formula already given for very large bundles. 

1)(1-b)G ; 

LI! 

(ii) ipcoonential fors. A distribution which appears to hold a central place in 
the presgnMheO:ciig 

b (s) -e- ,3 

It will be noticed that it is a special case of Fisher and. Tippetts limiting 
distribution for long threads. Its *portance lies in the fact that the corresponC,- 
ing t3, can be linked up with the coefficients of a relatively simple generating 
function. On sUbstituting b, = in (119), the second. of the two series 
expansions for 3,-, beoomes 

171. r, 

where 

:2. 

_ ( 

I . . r, -1. . 4. 1 

7; Z. " 

.et e -I- .4- e 

But the expression 

\ 

5- (--) r 

vN 

rt 

r, . I r 

- (- r . . _y_ 

,-", 1. 't .'",-.) 

r r. ,- 
-t- s. -k 7:- r, 



is the coefficient of t. in the eXpansion of (1- 
KN'" 

f:cox,, which it follows that S, , = 1. -e- C 

is the coefficient of t.'N :.az 

1.1(.t.) = -- 

1-e( ") M(E) being defined by 

k 
%S 1 1L R-S 

3 _31v 
t- 

! 

where C...., 

(20) 

The same result may also be obtained by manipulating the determinant in 

(16) when it is found. that .(L-q- can be removed as a factor and the resulting 

determinant is in the well -known form which occurs in the expansion of the reciprocal 
of a series. 

An extension of this result holds for b t.,k,)c) when b . 
S l = 

The Tra,y'ier expansion of B ,Mx) WAS 

r o Y..tw-r)- 

and substituting the expression just obtained., 

r n i c^ C-Y) 
B (c) C-) S C 

r = CG 

showing that 

= h 
0,1K, 0,1K, 

h K 

2: 
S -S 

w\k 
- s G (x s5 

1,4 

V, ,t- 
t. X 

where 0-..,(x) is the coefficient of ---' <i(t) and ¡Ma-) is defined in 
(20) . This 7_s not a true generating function, however, since it contains y ä 
explicitly. 

It will be shown in a later section how these formulae may be used to 
information on the asymptotic behaviour of B,,, for general forms of b(s) 
method of steepest descents. 

A SYi kTOTIC BalAVIOUR OF B v, pOR ?ARE n .,,.....,.:,._...........,.,,..a»A........._..,..,.,,,,.,r.»,m., 

It has been proved that as n becomes very large the bundle 5-4.re n`'ch 

concentrates round a value $` given by S x ,ncX S Ct - b(sn so that 13,,, tends 
to the form 

No indication has so far been given, however, except in one special case, of the 
form assumed by $, prior to this ultimate limiting form, and the remainder of the 
work is now devoted to a study of the asymptotic behaviour of Br, for general forms 
of the parent distribution b(s) . Compared with the corresponding work of Fisher 
and Tippett as applied to the limiting strength distribution of long threads, the 
problem is not an easy one. The following mode of attack, however, reduces the 
problem to its simplest terms and gives the dominant terms of the asymptotic 
expansion. 



Ari imporant identity, It is first of all necessa47 to dexive an idantity of 
great value for the present purpose. We had 

B r.: n t b, 

t 

727 

1 

o O C) 

c> 

! 

b 

Let us introduce the notation 

r- " ,1,,,--1 ,..6 ....-t-t h 

C : t)'^) :: _I c .. \ p1. .)( , S 
J - 

co,., 
J 

4 1 c 

G )t , - 

b 

o 

so thatt for example, 

D 

- 

V" -Ws - t) 
t 

11-4 

{16) 

(21) 

C ) Now in the detenainan'c; ) ) 
Met ip 't; he (2-\ ) coluitin by -)c the cv,.--..a:)L\ column by 

bhe 1st colanza by 

obtaining 

( r 

"t 

o o C> 

-7Z! 

and add them to the co.i.umn, thus 

a Eaw.. 0 

Y---1 
D 

- 
, 

C v- 
i 

1.>"-2) -Y-) 

-3) 

6, 

P.0 

The exioansion of the determinant in terms of the last column may then befarranged 
to give 

x.2 

v- 
( v-13 ,N,1) 

for all (22) 

Differentiating v. times and replacing by 
general identity 

LN b C t-\ -1_ ,'" vv.\ 

el, -.7.: O .- 
for all and T. ;"--)-c") 

V' 0,N gives the more 

(22a) 



kphasical interpretation of (,-)--) The chance of complete ru¡pture of a bundle 
Inide-ra Ica:en was -1;,7;7777:77 Consider now the chance that under load S , 

n, threads out of the n remain unbroken. The conditions to be satisfied for the 

first v threads to give way are 

o< Sy\ < S S _s S 5 S < S 
) V\ -1 'Is^ I-1 

where s, G4..9se are the strengths of threads breaking in order 

11 2 3 For the remaining threads not to break we must have s 

If we write as before the chance of threads surviving 

is therefore given by 

vsn, 

.3 In 

6 
. . .1_221 01.-4 , r- 

ct.. 7.st _ . 

\ 

V \ 

Substituting for (YN,-,,) in (22) leads to 

V \ te.\ \ 
\ - 

\ v\-\ \s. 

YN 

for all 

(23) 

For example,-when the result >1_ simply expresses the fact 0 

that values of 0,-\ from 0 to y, cover all possible contingencies. 

Quasi-binomial form. The identities (22) and (22a) are not in the forms most 
convenient for the present purpose. Writing eouation (22) becomes 

Y\ \ \ (-'^') Xt"-"" - t.' I - v...::' 
-4 

::-.... 

----:r\--T--- vl-,rrr p . 

all 

and by analog7 with the binomial distribution, we are led to consider the function 

G? 
vv, 

which satisfies, and is in fact uniquely determined by 

0, -1,, 
X b,.,;) 

/) 
VV.% V', m 

or the more general identity 

all ;\ , (24.) 

C 13,, , ) ! 

all X r- (24a) 

Note that 0,,,e.13 A pAysioal interpretation of G;,,for values of other 
than zero is discussed in Appendix A. 
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Beha,vi.our for lar +, > By means of (20 we are able to link up the behaviour ........,....9....=...w., .:.,. 
of ÿ for large v-, with that of 

! (> br ,i CI -- ì, bw.) 

rl C r,-rn 
which we now consider. The important range of >, 

is axwaYs > o 

ID the case of the ordinary binomial distribution ..L, p 

in which r 
c -p) 

there are two distinct limiting forms for large V , When neither p nor 
small, the binomial is approximated. to by a continuous normal distribution having 
the same first and second moments n and. vl pc-t, respectively. On the other hand 
when p is small the appropriate limiting form is the discrete Poisson distribution 
with parameter r1p and similarly for small ' -p . 

In the present more general case it is useful to preserve the distinction, 
and we first discuss the limiting form corresponding to the normal approximation. 

By Stirling's formula, assuming v 0(v-0 but neither - nor I 
-. 

smalls we have 

T r 
Y-n{.a- y\ - y - 

The function os-1w k c3ef ìn.ed. by 0.kw l G- t s ) .= Ks) is most convenient to work with, 
and in the following work we confine our attenéion to the case where is a 
continuous function of , Writing ^ _ a z S = , T, ^ T C;,.) 
the approximation is ' ' 

j 
r 

L 

+ 

. 
i-D)1 (?5) 

Olearly the important regions of -Q,-2.) are near the maxima_ of 

R 
sA ck.(7--/n 

I -a n( ̀ /E) 
r.Z 

at which the values of - must satisfy 

Lrn 
CA! 

S 

-- [I -¿-ña7 ] 4-.0o 
[ ' 

al 
C+--nc,..) 

+0 _.2..4,a.)-1 à4C1-7---xc*; 
t ---?\) 

The equation is evidently satisfied at least when 

az¡-s j C) 

and at the corresponding points z = . we find. that fi C",.) - I 

writing F(z) in the form 
, -L" 

C 

) 

4.--y- _ ( t z. -\ ) ( -I-- , 2 \.(!--z-1 
L - 1, 

This suggest 



from which we obtain 

)( +-1\- 

r" (N/ 

and so at -..--_ 

ti 

t 

-7-r) 
( 

-16- 

It follows that the ;points satisfyinz (26) 

fr hif4her Txwers af 

4. t ertilS containing, Ci - 

Moreover at all other points in O< 2 < 
For consider 

Tuming 

and for 
making 

rt-Aa.)- 
7172- .) 

points occur when. q :=0 where 

MUSt heCOSSa..3,1y 

as a funo-'1;ion of '2', 

I 

C c 

OP\ 

given z. there is only one value of "}. satisfying C namely that 

.;\ 0 Furthermore 

showing that! 

( - 
L... 

C1),-, < 0 for all 7. and, ,>. lying between O and 1. Hence q has a 
-unique maximum at the point , and. consequently so has F for the same :k 

It takes the 
values of z. 

0 
F t s 

value Fr there, and decreases steadily on either side of it No 
and X betwen O and 1 can therefore be found at which F and -ret 

for if such values existed, then at X we should also have 
which would imply o at some point in the range. 

Considering 1:7 once more as a function of 
that when n is large , Fs' is negligible except near 
at which it approximates to F I , and. consequently 
isolated peaks situated at these roots. 

C-raphioal representation of the roots. 

VI 6 

\I\ 
o 

S 

-2: for fixed X we conclude 
the roots of 

-1-J -z.) consists of a 

t--Z-X0,c2A)= 

series of 

The positions of the roots are convenientl 
examined by means of a diagram (fig. 6) 

similar to that already used in the previous 
discussion. A typical ci.u-ve for is 

show-ori. A line joining the -point 'on. 

the vertical axis to the 'Point -1.f.. on the 

horizontal axis intercepts the curve; in 
the case shown, at points =1,r- 
and from the geometry of the figure it is 
evident that z , aa so found are 
the only possible roots of 

¡-z ( /it) 

With ck-(.\,0 curves of the form shown, a maximum of 3 distinct roots is 
possible with suitable values of and X , and. in general the maximum number of 
possible roots is odd. 
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Behaviour of -F,6=-) near a simille real root, Let us first consider F(z) near 

the point z,. Since 

-2- - °`.( z/?; [ I -I- ?;. C'1( 7-1/01 Z N-.) -t" 0( 
S 

the appropriate expansion of (27) is 

(z) 
El-cL"ez(./0-1 

(. 

and 7z) may be written 

Tjz A 2.. 

1.11 57,717.72,-) 

Appreoiable values 

o (ZZr 

Of the exponential factor Occur 
so we need only consider the range in which 0017. 

t.111,1. 

r CliC2 
-7, 

f- - 

Denoting Q., by Q when n is large, then when 
-7, norï-,,j is small, the identity (24) takes the 

1-7,(2-) 

r . , r I -I- ..>::: c.,10.!.-'4 (.7 ..-"7 ',""- 0 (....z.) FT.\ 

''''V-\ 
-......--- ,O...y._ 13 ... 01 ,... < - 4. y. i 

"-.7,-- J J-i..., 77-- \ i.-71.) .)...-z.,c,-.z...,.) 

only zhen 0(1 
. The for;lula is thw 

D. -1-- (28 

are distinQt, and neither 
approximate fom 

(29) 

summed over all real roots zr, 

It is necessary to IDOint out that the function Q( is not now uniqaely 

defined by (29). :'or example,.the function C;)(7,1 

( 29) over the Whole range of z ami yet is obviously not relevant to 

as it stands, since it takes a negative sign at every alternate z,. 

Case of zi small. We turn now to a case analogous to the Poisson limiting form. _ - . - . 
VilleilKsissmall.-the approximation (28) is not va19d and we require to know the 
behaviour of 

satisfi,-s 

our :problem 

n - ." 
( A b,,,) 

for small when rk is large but Near 

o L I s t (2-C z 

0 y 

ceL0) +OW) 
2 

ci (0) 

o we have 

The possibility of an expansion in nen-integral powers of z near 1. 

realised; such an expansion is in fact likely in many. oases in vicr of 
Flsher and. Tippett's approximation for long threads. The more general 
is not essentially different, however, and. for simplicity integral powe 
considered. 

n is 

the for'. cf 
annly;,2,1 

01.-11 
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where is the intercept on the 

horizontal axis of the tangent to ct.tvv) 

at the origin (fig, 7). It is 

convenient to take t-->, 
so put ). where OCO 
Then 

T 

i.e. 

and 

so that 

Hence 

T. 

and. 

ct 

(f,t. vsn -4-O C* 

"4" t- (7117-,V 

^,-1.9) 

-t- O (J....)-] 

f2,S.;) 
rs-q. ( ) ( 1 -4- C..) (.71;) trt 

11-4,4 w' C 

so that he appropriate limiting form when 1--sps O (1;0 and 

+ \ 
r 

I 

is 

(30) 

When after a certain value of decreases steadily to zero like. 

-I) 4. vv't Ci - 30A) t_ before is as large as O(:-.) 

A simplifioation is introduced if ",) 0 This OCOUrS in the majority 
of distributions encountered in -practice., for it implies that the .chance of breaking 
strength exceed.ing S tends to zero more cidly than S as S increases. The 
form of T degenerates in that case to the Poisson approximation 

71- = p- t C") 

and when o we have simply TI. = 0V,7,) . v1/1 tz 

and = t the identity (22..,..) therefore takes the approximate form. 

v.z) T(\ om 4- 

When 

(31) 



and if the real roots 7-, of 

and sUoh that 1-lither z nor , are smalls (31) may be written 

- 19 

- S) other than -2, --- o a 11- (1.5. 110 

Q Az I 2 444) 

o 

CH- al(z1 
t ± o(-1 \ (31a) 

I -2-r) ,r,r 

The as3rmptotic form of B Q i,s thus related to the behaviour of 
0.(z) near the roots Z of - a.C2: e. O Tt) study Q ,(-71- further for 
all values of z a more general form of (29) is now developed from (24a) On similar 
nes 

pproximat e form of sed dentj ty Equation (24a) is equivalent to 

Let 

l` 

Q ( - 
t," 

(v X LI ) 
Lik- 

( -.)\ 

v\- 

Prvvided. neither '"".).-,T nor 1- YIN- is small, Stirling' s approxi,Jilation may be used as 
before to give 

4J; tv, (v (x b --N 
. -1- 0 ( ) 

.1- - ) sba; C 

With the previous notation, and putting in addition .1"-- V\ x this becomes 

Jr- (4 
[ J L LI 4- CI (LI-01 

) 

and we may write 

which 

t 

t 

L 

it is convemient to arrange in the fora 

F-(7-)x-) ( I z-) 

Patting t4; (t--) X this becomes 

r - ck 

L. --)L 

r 
I 4- 

F (a, ,t.). o - - (-1-- 4 
-7-- l< 

r 
4 

I 

(. 

The argument is followed through precisely as before and we obtain finally 
writing X in lace of K 

\--. 1 V...q. i -)1) / 
4....._, 

1 %1. fzvrc,--4.,,I 
k ,, ,1 (- 
1 

.N- K < 1 j (1.....,11 --z.,-) -L.-- (32) 
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the roots ' r i. e17:!(y sL1Sa'¡:'iJE.ind distinct, and the summation being taken ove those 
roots .Lyinp, betwe°n enG. 1. The.: approxima-tion holds only when -[ , are 
not small- 

The range within which T,., .r O for `t n 
o `>h.r and substituting 0-,0X f or X we now have 

the approximation failing near the ends of the rangea 

Behaviour of at non-critical points, 

where 

.3c 

o < h C ñ x 

T, 

was, with the previous 
o t-c. < .^. El = _. -._.. i; 

Su;ppose for simplicity that to-(.\") is the 
type of curve shown in fig, ó; such that 
the equation 4 -- o. C'Lk) = CJ has a, 

maxi~nLtm of 3 roots, Let us consider what 
happens as w. changes from 1 to 0, 

(i) < )4. Denoting by > G the value 
of >, for which rapts z3, and z3 coincide 
at , , then. When x > z.0 there is only one 
root, 3 falling in the range 
and 32) reduces to 

Q ..,r_:1 1 A- \ ̀ ( Z3i;i}¡e. x-3) 
(13-)c)Ct?3Ï 

This integral equation is satisfied 

tL t .4- f 1 
. - a (7-/3 

'--"(}r7;\ 
_., 

11 ) a,Cz/$ 

which we may therefore 'take to hold for except near 

1 +-O.) (33) 

= 

< `d. { c. Avoiding for the moment the critical point `°C. Consl.der now the 
range zc, ?where is the value of 'T E when 7. --.3 _? c li ty i2ir., l _.. _. .a 
value of .C in the. range 7.s t (:''',g, to') `g3exj. L > _?._ there 7_S 

% . as before, one 
root 2 and the identity (33) holds. By making ) -T ac a J:1dae v er y we gain 
information about Cza, rs but the approximation (32) no .longer holds near , 
The behaviour of T r near when x may n; ver'i;heless; be investigated. 
exactly as in the analogous less general case already discussed. (to which this 
degenerates wh.en 'r )w Putting ), where UÇ11 and 

G Cy%1 it is found that 

_,),,, .. 
! "b`,. - 7t. L 

`.. 1^ ¡ ..`. 1 --ï.l C. 0. -I- - rh.r 3 

`"_,' E a),7-,)13 (35) 

vrhén - G3 í,) and it is sufficient 
y 
for our 

xpz.z:7o,.,e 
to note that when 

and 9^n ^. r 9 1 oE Ñ' a In place of (33) we now have ` 

wM«.,..w.w.+...R.Q....,.mp...,..,...,..,.e....sw......mm..m..«...a..,awM......,wy,.,.............,... . .,..,..a.b.,.,..s.m.,.,«,m...,k...,....,e«.......,.,.a..,,..«..,,..,................,-....,..o....,.,,,,........., 

'sî 

The uniqueness of this solution has not so far been proved, but in a lazber section the same result is derived uniquely by an independent method. 



, ) 

and hence. substitu.ting 

7 - 
' = - (2)( jr. 7k;, 

<- -r U, ,^ 4,r \ Vs, 

Each t3f these terfils must therefore be OC-Fa , and in particular since 

-we must have 

when 
0 ) 

4.. C.: 

(in) 0 < L < Finally when lies in the range o < :F2-c..! there is aga...in 

only one root, this time -z..1 and by the same argument as before we deduce that 

J77) 
when 0 <",. z. 

It is not permissible, however, to assume that this ne.nessarily holds near 
Thr when (32) reduces t ci (29) and. the approximations fail near 7...z. c , 

But when we are enabled by (30) e..s write 

LX 
Ö 

' 

in place of an equation of type (33). If 

-7: t + O ( -47 ) C57) 

(7,-) (-1-"....V....(-41:1"t'') 

hold right up to '4, =0 we should expect that when (Z) j- -Z.: 7.-- (n 
----";51 for all to the order considered; anä. .,kre can show that this 

fact consistenc with (37), For 

ware 

r 4_ 

I"-, t 

,,,,here the contour C in the k.k. plane encloses , 

r 
..,... in, t 0 ) Lk, 

K 
__Q__ ci...1_,... 

....____________ . 

c 

> 

The integrand has a simple pole at , which C. muec, necessarily enolose for the 

expansi,on to be valid, and at which the residue is IA The sum of the se:...-ies 

is thus venieh is consistent with the assertion that Q 
1- '+ «& \ 

s ) 
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Our ^onolusi.., i ^an 'therefore be summarised as follows. Let the form cf 
oqw) be such that 3 distinct roots of t- z - x o_c_74 ) --.70 are the maximum possible, 
and let be chosen so that when z, and L3 are made to coalesce at zc. for 
suitable X , the smallest root z, has a value ze >o . Then the approximate 
form of (:\),(z is 

( i -,- (t_z) 0.(14 
h 0.('`'/0 

o 

1 1 (' _ z ) ç2 /s ) 

(.7-1."-) (.7-1."-) (.7-1."-) ) 

-1 - C3 !a, 

N when Zr z 

when < L< 

,t when. p ` Z. < t 

J 

(38) 

By varying the range "ae < < Zc may be made to vanish, or to include 
z =0 , but in all cases CA (a) o (i5,-) throughout any part ,?f this ranger and 

( 
_ 

I (t rZ) ) 4- O ' otherwise . The argument may evidently 

be extended to cases where the number of roots is greater than 3 

application to o in non -critical ruions. 

Consider a curve of the form shown. in fig. 9 with. O ; keep A = 
so that the lowest root is always -2_, = o , and allow to vary, When < ; , 

the remaining roots Z z and -a 
. 

are real, and. distinct; when ( > they are 
imaginary_ Since -(o) '(oi - t , it may be stated immediately from the 
preceding discussion, on putting z o that 

g ,0 

f - whén 

when 

L 
provided K - zÌ > O(7ii,i and the curve has simple contact with its tangç(t at 71,7-e, 

This is an. advance on the information previously gained from physical considerations 
that t3 ti o when cS., and B,, 

t when C i, . It is now seen that when <' o S, tends to l slowly when C > ; but falls off sharply to DI) when Ç. ° 
In the commonest case where - o , the transition from 0 to 1 occurs abruptly 
within a range of which is Q , When 2 4 = o , S z . and K, coincide, as in 
fig , l0 , and the result is 3 op, for < /0 and ' 3:0 

. 
Q 

(-'r- 
) 

for > o provided - o1> 
( ) . 

S 

A similar, lar, but cruder, conclusion is reached by a physical discussion in 
Appendix A. 
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j. inf rint3.t C,X1 ":')a the :Coln of S-, ,-, must be obtained froLL 
of C.V.,1,z:, in 1;i`t : .,ritica.1 res2i....as where it changes rapidly, and we proo5ted to 
these region d.e.tail 

Behaviour c.f near a double root which is not small 

= 

It was shown that F!'..2..) could. be ezpre.ssed in the form 

t >, "' Th-s) 4-2.) z 

so that F(z) when - -)", cs-L710 = o 
rocts z). ana m3 are such that e=1.42.-7-3i 
complex -provided. their difference.: is small. Writing -( - 
let be that value of near -z, ,7-3 which makes o ) Then since 

("&.) -I- -1)2 4-"Ci-) -1- 0( 

a stud 
eszarizi 

Suppose now that the two largest 
is small) The roots may be real or 

and -R o follows , if (-"C'.2.:\ is not small, that 

and 

Put 
are real or complex. 

which will be positive or negative according 
Then when . c(s) 

"C O.- -121' s -4- 

It may also be written 

Critica]. points 

4.,(z) 

)\ cii( A) 

Two critical values of may be defined as follarcs:- 

as the roots 

2. 

Keep (, fixed and change 
coincide at z, ,\ them 

Keep. X 'fixed and. change 
coincide at z then 

until the roots 
being x 

until the roots 
being 

It is almost obvious that both zc and 
differ from -1 only by 

1., In the first case, 

) -= -21,) >Nic + 

X >, 

and so as bei'ore, 

It 
) ^c. 

which is in general not small, 



and 
- 

9 " th.e oase of' 

- :?» t. 

;- 1v."' 

where 

...---,~ - ,,, 

,) , 
. 

ft 
c) 

or 

2-- -4- (-G 

tO the same or,-.1.er and 

, c)(-') 

in general IICA; small, so -1,:ha 

Hence z,,. and -z- -c. are Lit erchara.eable . as are also the two forms of ?:::, ,;; :1.-von il). 
terms of A - )...,_ an.d. e; -;,-,, The lat ter is the more useful for our purpc)se :, So 
the vicinity of a 11oub1e root z.T... F(-4N, takes the fora, 

-1 1 p (--4...} -...,:. .....,:.;:::. 
1 2. .. ....._:_......1--_,\--,(..._z,) -i- -2:z - ' - ) -t' (,) I, -C-- '''':) -(?) 

' -,-. 
l'i. 1 

,.. 
. ..... :, 

-:)here LE, but s not small and when o (-1-;.\-0 the approxiMate .;,ralue 
of T near 

-Z._ _ i 
+ .._:_.- c ,:::: -..._) 1 

7.22._,t c,----.1,-) - D.:z.4. -,- I ,, -I 
--- 

r -Q . { I --.1- ...) t.--,--7- ) i 

, c (--- 1 ,- 

...x 
i , 

\pC,-,1. : 
, --z, 1 

. 1D.:COVia.ed. is T.,1,:13 self 10,0t Email, An analo,ous result can be similw:ly derived :or 
the more generai Cu.-Action 

A}9Jao G1 , v.rhen fi-f.-3 small. 
,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,, 

The above ex:Dress ion. with 2\ 1 . =1 

equation ( 31) to glve 

'J) - 
\ r-) a o --- 

is now substituted into 

As we already know that in the non-critical regions, 

Q ' (,) 
ck-CLI-n 

-.7. 0 (-!-r-;;\ 

; is natural to introduce the function IX ',II defined by 

1 [ Czq 1 

SO that 9.1i) >,.`" 0 " c( I 1) ,\-/ 0 .> 

9.(uD 

Taking X 

Z 

we fi-i:1 that 

( -2)02 sk Ot.);\-qin the important range of the int egrand. and Q. e 
) 



 

7r set 'i;117.g 

'} 
32 

v a 21.:c « 

4- (14.0) 

f 

....n(it 

C. 

Z i(. . t V 
1/ 

\f 
....... a ( 1 Z L -Z. -é \J 

{Lt- 

More gen^ rall~, , when. o we have evidently to replace Q o'py 
,T Y`` _ w` z'tk 

and it follows by reasoning similar to that used to derive 
m =0 " . 

,38 iii) near , = o that the above expression for has to be multiplied 
throughout by - 6 The situation is more complicated in the exceptional case 
then Ç' ÿ -- Çp '(, .)as there are then two critical regions, but the extension of the 
3rguwaent presents no new feature, Further iftfo'I.Yi"tat do on. (j 3.S obtained. as follows, 

3ehaviou,-. of t near a Co u dble root - -z is small . ».ew ..u.. 

It has been shown that when < <. and. : 06), the root z3 is 
isolated, and it is possible to write 

v Ci -a l i _L-:ci .. _. 
, (z3 Cl Z3) 

... ; :8.".t.{ r 
)lQ 

-(- ( 

and to asst n e z -. - 2 Q ( ) over the important range 'of the integra:a.d., Keeping 
fixed., as A is made to approach , z3 comes into the vioinity of the double root 

and it was then shown. that 
. t -- - h a ( ' c `ç (a -7.1.1k z =s -4- (l (p z ) 

where ár a. 2,.- _ ; -Z2. - _.zçi 
to the same order, In the previous- 

` \ discussion., the roots. ceased to _ be isolated 
when. g But as we are now 
consi_deri:ug the case where zc. < x we must also 

\.\ \\ hive z3 -x O(E) , which has the effect of 
preventing the roots from "overlapping until 
their difference e is of smaller order than. \\ Q C h G ;1.. The roots may be said to "overlap" 
if 3 C:.,..1 is not negligibly small at ä z 

and the appropriate condition is that the 
exponent shall be 0(.0 at 

-a(>>or 3) We are, however, 
S s interested in the .behaviour of Q,,, (z.) over a 

range 0-f z. - z ç = C (r 1 , which will depend 
on the behaviour of 7y, (z,x.) when Z3 Consequently. we expect to find 
that the root Z 3 may again be considered isolated and that the previous approximate 
form of c -(z.' holds over the range z --z _ ( ú but to a lower order of accuracy: 
substitution: of (1,(.1)-r- ', > o ct x < o in (i_ß) should thus give a first 
approximation td the form of f3 for large +7 

o " 

.. 
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Suppose then that G = (4,40 and let us. choose so that 
z-3 also, but not smaller, Since 0 t-i:;4) for the values of .7 

that matter, we have at most -4- (_L- and so 

-2- it 2- 

-- ,X La.c. z -z3)1 
Rrt- 

V a71.ti-)t) 

and since 

and 

The range in which Tn is appreciable occurs when. 

- z2 ' Z: .."7 

-z_ 

it follows that z-3 z 3/8) Hence 

2 
r --I-0 

_; 

. 

f f 

+ C.) -;¡ 
(7-3 

11 Xe, -2c) (-a -Z 
r "re- (I- -4) ( ,c.) Q. 

1 z-ri - 

The equation (33) is now rep:laced by 

which is satisfied if 

Application to r, o, 

. 

z. 

a 41- L -.3 

\ X a 

(42) 

04' ) 

Reverting to the notation of (4k) and (41), we nut to the same ord.er, 
, in the above expression for Cz.,.\(-2.) and deduce that 

4.0(..1/4;.0for values of J > o which are (D( but not less, ,A 

extension of the argument in the range Z < 7 < z can he made to show that 
co_1) 06;..11;)for , 

It is seen that C. ,C.7--) is C.)(fia.- ; we antioi-eate for 

the moment the result that when < o(11--\41), is not greater than 004 4:1 
so that we may write being 00) Thorn (LT)) ,snd (41) we then 

infer that 

CDC171.¡-\ 
yl 0 

where the remainder term "R has the form 

R = 
-V 

2211 - 7_1) 

`r 

being , The most serious errors occur near =Ç for whlich value 
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and 44 may be chosen to be small provided in is made large enough. If this is done 

it may be said that 
, 

ti °O _,., Lvi- :yC -)_ ,n dv c . n, o ac, 2-l ,la.,x c,--L.r 
G 

'.-51-- 

`2 
. x (4-.3) i F-3 

i--, 
/-\--' 2 - 2.Z} f .12-±:=-- -- 

r;,.C,.z) 

for sufficiently large values of n.. That i:5, for an GÚi`^} curve satis5)y'in the 
Mdmötpo.uav+,rnVwervr.seut..v.aYU. .. t,:laxfxiM 

conditions stated texas for largF.: values ©, ÿ, -7ö lîe d strilute.d aecorc..it ..........,.,..,...,.,.,..,.,.,.,..,,......,,..,...,.,.,.a,....,....-'.,.,...T._,_,...,.,..,a;,.... , ,.,.. 

a Normal. error law about the mean value 5 with standard deviation ,- .,.....,.<.,..x.a,..........,. .. ....,.,.,.,..,M..,,.. m....,..,,v,.,......,...,.....w......,,.0.,,.,..,.....,_o.. ,, ...a...,...,..,...,,.... _ 
j J, 

It is possible that in. practice the formula may be useful for lower values 
of n than the above argument - suggests far the errors are most serious for values of 

5 nears whïoh have little influence on the higher moments of the distribution. 
The 

' fact remains, however, that the te ern ()(`,ñ s),. arose from assuming i ( , `t to be 
of Normal form when 2.--z, = E L 1, thus ignoring the appreciable skewness introduce 
by the f acrbor in the denominator of the exponent. To take account of this it 
is necessary to keep 1,,(z,.ç) in the form (1;::), and. an integral equation is then 

J n . of .a i_ , The obtained for Q nz1 which is tot o a. familiar type ( co `1e aü:chor), La.e tivealtia.ess 

of the present approach is that it depends on such integral equations, wThich we have 
so far managed to solve somewhat intuitively, and for that reason the method of the 
succeeding section has been developed to provide a more direct attack on the 
behaviour of GZ,1( iñ the critical region., 

-The integral equation, however, is worth considering in a little more - 

detail, It may be written in the form . 
V1Vc cytCa E(7---2..)'11.- 7 1 

t z} a 
.4 

S<< C -} l -° o 
I ;' 3) x 

the approximation holding to W-ÿ ,3) xn the region where the roots overlap and 
Z -2. (ï3 (!í-,%,) but not smaller, A Fourier transform with respect to the parameter 

casts it into the fonm 
,, 2-... 

t \ Ck = 
¡ l) U) `F" 

with. the usual meaning for 6(e)o) . Dividing oit the factor 
becomes 

SC.) 

J 
)( 

dZ_ 
i.E(.L`Zcl . 4-(7- . i°` 1 

2. 
- 

üYSr -z,) e 
--Q- h 

á cc.-, O -I- CD (..1:,.,;) 

and so, differentiating X G.C ) C h rI) when ac - Z = -0( hF) 

i t 
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THE GENERATI C FCl'l OTION APPROACH. 

The line of attack hitherto adopted has enabled. us to obtain first 
approximations to the .asymptotic form of B, in the two characteristic cases where 
the value of w max incising `-." C-") is, and is not zero. More generally, we have 
reduced the asymptotic problem r or any o&' to a consideration of the behaviour of 

Q,,,C21 when z. is the greatest root of i -z This restricted proble; 
may now be attacked .by a more powerful method which ind.epend.ently reaffirms the 
result obtained in non -- critical regions and y ±eld.s the required information on Q 
for critical values of z. . 

The new method. is based on the property of R, when bps} has the special 
form e- , that 0.3 = c n where Gh is the coefficient of t' in t /M1 (-E) ; an 

1.1"K _3K 
M r) = 1 _ L sL S _ç t Q - e- - . :3 -1- 

2! 
I/.Nz 

and, more generally, that (B, (Do = 1! -e. ás C,,(,x) where C,,,()z) is the coefficient of 
t in M ( e,x it.`V )/ y () 

Let Zj - w,; be the greatest rOoc of I - -> - c.(: /e)=o and let us express 
cLlw) near ws in the fOrin 

-t<Cw-`^',j) 3 Ca. ( xv) = DC, I- ('j Q -1- C C\N - j ) 

where K _ - a,i 
cif 

t a 

P 
-- 

(9'3) 

From the preceding work it is clear that Q (._) remains .unaltered to the 
Order of approximation considered, when the fora of c 1'w) is varied at will in those 
regions where w is not, to the same order, near a root of t - z. - Nck_ = o provided. that 
in so doing no new roots are introduced., and as the value of Q,(-4.) depends by 
deflation only on oLtw) in which vv this need only apply to roots which are 
not less than z , We are therefore . justified. in replacing ct..Cw) by 
in examining Q l1 near zi We may write Cad in the form n 

( ( 
byti y_ i 1 

;Y 
by . ` tr nt - 

o 
,_, h_z °t` r 

.!r-r 

and if r., - -- , then 

br C(`/ °`(,r,,j) 
5 

Consequently Q,n,Y is the same as that 6,0.0,0 which is constructed from the 
parent distribution 

where 

. 
G.[ vv ̀ F`> _ ! 

ç, G )2 K 
¡ 

-1 ( ti J -Q._ c's.). 

G:r. ü.N 
1 J J 

, 

-CL \ o 

_ 
C \ . ' ; ' 4 \ 1 - t-``° _.!, s ovr 

c. s t.Ftt 
, (t-_) 

CLS 
(Ay. j _ 

that is in the previous notation, 

:- riC- 
(Ai 

4;Ct, 

If (tr 
h{t Z,l 

(L{-40.1 
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A study of the asymr ctio fern of (2 ,,.,c,t)(when b() = 3 will thus provid 
the required information about (-ß,,1(2.) :Chen z: is the greatest root of r -z -aa %to r 

By virtue of the "generating function" property, we have 

! _ 5-7s 
r, 

007- 

the contour C enclosing t -o but no other singularity of the integrand, and the 

behaviour of 63,uo for large oan be investigated by the method of steepest 
descents (see, for example, Jeffreys (6) ) ;the function M () is, however, an 
+.uncommcsn one and we proceed first of all to discuss its relevant properties, 

Inte..xal representation cf. Nf (r. ) . 

The i dentity; 
es. l K 

-.o 

-(- r ú 
v 

makes it pzssib_le ta condense 11I,0 into the form 

t .` -- -- (e) y¿K 
xrrK 

or, more generally', ', 

M 

e 

where L is Broftrw ic.h' s contour extending fron to c_(r G ,0 

any finite real values, 

The Asymptotic form of hi(t) for lare t and S 

A resemblance is at once noted between 
contour integrals arising in the theory of Bessel 
term al appearing in place of in the exponent 

is to be eapectea eherefore that the behaviour of 

will be revealed by a study of contours analogous 
functions of large order and argument, Writin 
0(0 we have 

M -- ' 
r tr 

} . ..- ) 
4- - 

C and c' having 

the integral fore. of Ni(t) ana. the 
functions (see Watson ( ¡ ) ) , the 

of the integrand in our case It 

N1 (r) when both, t and S are large 

to the type used by Debye for Besse 
,1 where V T. are' s ñ 

o_) (11.) `y (11.) . EW.. 

Following Debye, we choose L. to be a curve of steepest descent passing through 
of the saddle points of the integrand, which are given by the turning values of 

q) 
(a ._ .. -J 

a. 

These occur at the roots z.c of 

()1 (z) ?. -1) 
Q.Z - o 

or - ze, ?-1 ).1 

one 

....yrn.:.a,epx..* 

It seems natural 'ea -use the symbol z to denote the complex variable although 
the n.otatión conflicts with a previous use of -z , Confusion is not likely 

to arise in practice between the '.Two notations, 
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Real 4 . We first discuss the form of the steepest descent curves when c. is real. 
Inspection of fig. 13 shows that equation (4 8) has no real roots when 0 z. r , and 

two real roots z.S = z, , -2 when, <Q:" 
such that a.., < i < 7_2 t It will transpire 
that. only the latter case need concern us, 
The steepest descent curves are 

, 1 

i.e. 

9 (.z) CWs; = O 

xy -vea, 

-)C 3/ 0.ncE - o ï ,c e.. -- 
T 

U 
4J 

There is a branch through (z, , o) crossing the real axis normally and 
oscillating with diminishing amplitude aboiut x _ v r passing through the points (o ±r :¿¡ 

(see fig.t4)., Since ep, "(zs)=' -za , the root , is a minimum of c1?(z) for real 
values Of z. and so is a maximum of c0(2.) on the branch just described where cp (1.) 

also takes real values. We choose this branch for our contour L.., 

4r,1 
- 3T) 

a.-a 

, 

------i 
41 

F zx 

_.._, 

-4 
__` 

-3 ñ 

4 

-4.z 
/ L" } 1.. 

The remainder of the curve consists of a semi-infinite loop between -Ti 
and = Ti passing through z, _ o , and a series of semi -infinite loops lying in 

to Y--017 . It is easy to show that there is no other saddle 
paint besides 2.1 lying cn L , consequently c? (z.) decreases steadily. on either side 
of (z U) 

Nenwcritical case when -z+ = . . .... .a.A ,. . sa. 

Near Z.+, (7} takes the form 

CI> (-4) ._ + ._. Z+ i- C'- zj) -i ,) C-? +}J 

z - 
Provided + z., QL) , the curvature of L.. is negligible over the range in 

which úg12'1 is appreciable , and equation. (4.5) becomes 

h j 
ff 

- 5 7., v^Z CI is) 

/1 t/j _ _e Ú \ 1 rñ w' Q- 
'.17 d.4.1 H- O 1 
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nrc..22..1ec 't 

wiTe-resc. is novicomplex, and near zs 

- - 

z_ 

Next we consider complex saddle points 'zs As before , 

-16 

In ton-critical cases where I is not Elmall , 0 (.7----2.$) 
3 
may be ignored, 

%A.Id 

Let 
s 23-t- _ s )cs 1 ;is The steepest descent curve near zs takes 

the form 

[4(2-) - 
to this order, which represents two Perpe4d-icular straight lines through , and. if 

-x.,; Q c-< -3 s the inclinations of the two branches satisfy 

z e. kfl or 4- 1, 4 On the branch 4 it is found. that 

cp, E 7..5) so that the integrand passes through a maximum at Z. 
This is therefore, the correct branch to take, and. ò .? along it 

The contribution to M from the saddle roint I.> tl oonseoueny 5 

J. 
4.-Irv 

_Q- 

ctsT z. 4 
r- 1.3 s) 
\ a a" 

rer: 
_Q., 

.1) 
-7) 

as before, if we select that branch of 17.....7.75 which is ;positive when zs is real, 

the approximation holding to 0(-ivr;,) , This result is true for any saddle point, 
but we shall be interested in cases where arg-r. is small end 9 Mt e_ -e.7' , when it 
may be shown that we have to integrate along a Contour of Bromwich's type passing 
through -2.!-_,-; . and containing no other saddle point. Then M is given entirely by 

a r 4s- 7 -.1 
t..1 L. -.4.!-- 

M = ..Q. 
r. 

i 
' - ) \ 

i + O "--- r--- 1 .11 .--,............ 

Behaviour M (t) in critical. region. 
trpOrs1-16,-...n1 

When 0(--;;;J:i) it is no longer -permissible to ignore O(2.-Lsr) in the 

eXpansion of rla(2.) . thus, 

where 

(p ct(zs) (t 

f 

r,j-zs) /)"C es :It 0 

2s 

of% VN C,q,Zs) r:r c 7 

It is convenient to introduce the new variab1es 

so that 
(m) cV(zs) = Rc 12:16- o ( - 

To the requixed order, therefore, 
A Z. 
1, 

z. s , 

1: 
571 C3-.) 

d 
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This involves an integral of !}ire.y s type.. which we proceed to evaluate in 

the manner suggested. by Watson ! ) in his study Of Nichclson's approximation to 
the Bessel function, 

The steepest descent curve is such that ,'Q`6 '-(3 ~ T) is real and negative 

on it, taking the value 0 where the curve crosses the real axis at , and 

decreasing indefinitely on either side, The curve is therefore given by 

6- 4- C3 -- 2) 
c_1 

a -4- ),..K7A t Z -3) _ e +; 

Since points on the exact steepest descent curve which are not in the 
vicinity of the saddle point make exponentially small contributions to the integral, 
it is considered legitimate to replace the exact curve by its approximate form for 
indefinitely large values of ! .I When ! 1 is larges arg - 1+_ and the 
relevant branches are evidently those on which arg iL -- *?'3 F Tc- he contour is 
next deformed into two straight lines through . =r inclined at to the real 

axis, that is, into _ k + ,,. . a- =° and the evaluation of the intégral is carried 
out as indicated by Watson , Thus, 

where 
(2.a-_r, ) 

c4 r-,é C.ti .- 3 r, Ú +A. . _. 
? "^ ¡`2.`c_ C+;.i) , 

-" L-', 
v 

3 J! 2. 61 uk. 

v 
ì Ji" J >` t7.C,rkl -et- 

. ( 1Ó` l.,k: ? Y .,.'4, - ; ) , C ( h "} _e - 3 
_ 

1 u d,_,,,. 
._. s 3 - k ±.+ / Y' 

co 
.Q,` 

T 
! ,L t _ -- 

v 

and C is the same with -Ti written for 

Using C 3 3 l 

3'^'1 r á e 
) 

3 Z r 
2-2-,T; n 

4.. 

t^ 
J 1- reduces to 

. !a'(-r} a 
0 ^ sr 

ti 

a. .-Of 

á J 

as may be seen an writing out the series and collecting terms.,, Hence in the criticaï 
region Where ,--7:s = ()II- 

3\ 
, takes the form, 

Ni .- 2-v 
(3 

-Zs ï- K OAT) 
C i o( 3)J 

i- 
3 

where W' = "'(' -2.03 60) , and R (2) is the second solution of Bessel's equation 
3úzs v 

with imaginary arguaient, defined by 1-;>: Çz-) = .:'-.17- Ip) " T, ( -l3 Note that 

] 
ice ? _ 5 

f 
1-i- ` rE 0 ( 6 tt 

Nq 

. 

.. J-1-1- 
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for large and. small -respectively. 

The function 1\1 does not become infinite a.t. 

Case of vI'Ll 

, instead., when ms t 

This case will not be considered in detai3., but it may be mentioned that the 
steepest descents curves are of quite a different character. When t is real, the 
relevant saddle points are complex conjugates z, 7...,:-',-'' and in the non-critical 
region it is found that 

V \ 7 Vs 

-Q. 

1 7' 1.- 

____ 

:t. 

--1- __. t - -1 ; 

jt--.,..:. v 

-4- 

a similar result being obtained Vor complex 

Application on to _ (when bf..3) 

The approximate expressions for 1-1 just obtained enable us to study the 
behaviour of a and. 63,(Y-3 for all V Although strictly speaking 11, is the 
special case of 2(y) when x o and so is included in the latter, it was thou,rht 
best to present the discussion first in terns of e so as not to obsoure the lnain 
arguMent with irrelevant- detail. 

1. Asymptotic :Conn of /FS 

r 
0-s . 

j 

where 
ck. 

v-v.1 

cAt L. - 

the contour ci enclosing the origin but no other singularity cf 

Non-critical values of V< I such that. t =: 0(1) are 
a syimpt, otic form. of M suggests the t rails format ion v 
the contour 'transforms into a curve (fig 15) consisting 
through. Z, surrounding end an infinite branch 
the real roots of ),11--0:7_.-L.D.2.-74 where is the value 
real. axis. 

t - s 4 

first considered. 
. When v I . 
of a closed loop r 

through .7: and being 
assumed by t n the positive 

The 

From the fors of VI for large rt we are led to take as the contour for -7 

the closed loop T-t which is described once as t describes cr once in the same sense, 
Then, since the integral becomes 

- z 7: / JL 
r 
4 i 
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The steepest descents technique is once more applied to this integral. The saddle 

1(7-- 4-5yi 
points are at the turning values that is when. 

Yi(z-1 ' -4- CI ) - 
The root z y m.akes the integrand a minimum along the real a.-K.iss and the contour 
is therefore ehosen to pass through its, and. to approximate in its .v-if.;.inity -bo 

curve of steepest descent, Near z we have 

(z) \ 0:0 ) t --V )2" 

\3 
so when 1-V n(1) we ignore 0 tz-vi and. take 1' to be a straight line crossing 
the real axis normally at -7 ; then 

rNCL-1-.1)--) r 
-1717 

- Ms.° 

1,/ 2' t 
CA./9 

J 

E I -1. yl 
_t 

and using Stirling's ap-proximation to n we arrive: at the result 

-1.) fr Ot.L 
1 

- 2(.32 

in cm- previous notatio3a; 

( ,:t-J.) The criticai region where i -),1 is small is now discusseds, 
the appropriate formula. Thr m , we obtain 

1= 

i3vTi 

a:1'z 

, 
---,,) (z-) 

: ..i..... 

1 

3,, --- 
, and 

Sub f3 t ¡tilt ing in 

r _ 
.12 -Q, 

t _ 

) - 
_ 

The saddle points of the integrand are not now exactly at the roots of 
`..-V;(e.) =o when 15ut are Cl by an amount CD(.--t3,27,) under the 
influence of - the factor .For relatively large I however the 

steepest descent curves are approximately the same as would. be obtained. if the fact 
vit re absent. Let us therefore consider the latter curves in detail. The 

saddle points of ? are still given by and. the 

branch through z. is chosen as before, Expanding y(7.1 as far as 
we find. 

-1-) Ton ..vjZ s 

:h)3 

and the steepest descent curve through z is 

":1. 't 4 ') 71-)) 1) z..\) 
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which for large 2 takes the form 3 ,64, ̂ ' , the appropriate branches being 
s Employing Watson's device once more, we adopt for the contour r 

the two straight lines =. Q' ).,0 upon which 

L LI-)(1,"1 
C 

`., s -- 3 1-v ) 1 a, `' .__ 2 _1 . 
3 

3 3 r, ._v+ l -4-1) 
Also v `3y= 3v t-<".r') 

and since r, = y we finally 

obtain, using Stirling's approximation to nq 

fjj, r, Z 

Sat 
v1(i-J) } 

o 

J 
o 

f(1+°Eg>-l-2ìiì 
3 r , 3v } 

1-h 0 

By retaining V in the denominators in spite of the fact that v 1 -- C*,,) , a 
transitional approximate form for , has been arrived at which holds at worst to 

OtT,i)for all values of V from t -> _ o to 00) , and tends to the simpler form 
in the non -critical region (although the transition is not obvious from the form of 
the integral as it stands). If we confine ourselves to 1.4= o (ç , however, the 
formula simplifies to 

03 J 

STI 

, , 
S. 

2. ,,. 
.a a,.;,1 

0 

C-4.5 

y, CI -)\ ú ,,.. )e Y LA,: 

.Q.. 41- 
.z) ,w j 4. 

l' C+-17) U<2° w4- 
i. 

1 

..t.« I« t 

T?' ( vl 
1ti 

3 D vì 3 ̀ 

The same formula holds over the range 1,-%) m C' S-...\ , but to the lower or,?.er 
l-, ,--I- 

t 0t" ; i) 
2m asymptotic fora of 

The more general expression for (.6n!_:10 was 

6?) 

- where oS-w 
.,- I 

r../1 vti -% 3C 

C. 0, 

e)t.A. 3 

Nee (t-.\ 
E 

(i) As before, the non -critical region is first discussed. For it to be possible 
to substitute the approximate form of M in both numerator and denominator, we require 
01T-1<Q» and vt 1:-I at..Q''.< ,Q, -' The implications of these restrictions are discussed 

below; accepting them, the formulae are 

[ I 4 0e5.-7,)] N'd tht_221 NI Co 

where 9 

F 

z )C .9 1. . Q 
+ -- 

!,a 

:1 
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Transforming to z as before, we obtain 

where 

-2 z('4--_ - 
v-e_. 2.v 

the saddle points satisfy 

' -4- 

L t 

Since a Z, (F-, -1) -- Z 

z 

'2.1) 

and the appropriate saddle point is that given b.:)---!---Z,=,1) which makes 2fA.= 

and so _ x.0 - --')t 4-1 

Ultimately we are going to substitute for x tn. the expressions implLed 
in equation (44), and in particular x- is to be replaced. by which is always 

less than unity for the kind of CyJ curves we are considering, - So wherever.z,t 
there must also be 2"4,<( and in the vicinity of the approximate expression; for 
fl in numerator and. denominator of the integrand are simultaneously vali& The 
restrictions on rct imposed above are thus interpreted and justifie& 

and 

and so 

" 

Proceeding, we find that 

(-4-V 
1)2)-0 -Z) 

) 

LI/ f 7 

in the the non-critical case, therefore, 

" 
3: (j)cl -.=. 

V a 
i 

.Q. - I ' 
\ _ x -...,_, \ 

,,,, -, - i 

( 

,eN 

16, 

A) - \ 
- - t 

g 

/.- Turning next to the region where I.-72.k is small, we substitute the appropriate 
appoximation for M(.) in the denominator of the integrand while that for N1(1-x-vV) 
remains unchanged, and so obtain 

N) 

= JV 
j t- 

where w -- and the other symbols are as defined above. 
,31.1='a. 

transitional form can be arrived at by expanding QP(3,-) nearzL 

cubic term and integrating along the contour 2. -_-_ -1- LA- 

derivative of \ (z) is found. to .be . 

) . 

) 

.!) tZ) ,2"'(z) = 

As with G.)), a 

as far as the 

O c The third 
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However, as we shall be concerned only with values of -,?..., which are 
1 -- o er.,+,) it is sufficient to take the simpler approximation, accurate to Oe47) 

obtained. on replacing mt by I except where it occurs as vlz. Then, ignoring (1...-r..,)4- 

+ -67 

(1 --z,)- % -I- act -z.;) LLI R- ' 7 i --- '2_ LA.1' 

..) 
-W =. v- 1.4.. 

G (1_ )c) sci -lc) 

ca(.1 

and the final formula reduces to 

to the the desired order. 

, 
v-tt..i 

-g..) 
r 

3 

z io 

The asymptotic form of , for ffeneral b(S) .................,...............,...............----....:..--,........ ..a...,.!,..,...,...,,re,,,n,,,,,r1Weir...4. 

We are now in a position to obtain a complete -picture, of the asymptotic 

behaviour of B.., for general forms. of 1s) , ConSidering first the non-critical 
region; we revert to equation (2.4) and set x..v. 1 -- ct.j ct-s3 :, L-.< ,r..- -- 0-4 > o and. write II . 

CA. ' 
.1 

ti 
ti(v---.4j) for 1-: , so that V -7- ---cl----13)° and' z, - v - (1_27-.))ct!J , It then follows 

S ct-ii 
1..._ 

'..--.1 
-from .(24.21. that 

C.))= -t- o(-2r-;) 
1 0_ '.) 

which independently reaffirms the result previously obtained. for 1-y7a-critical value S 
d Taking z-.; =o , we ded.uce as before that 5-, ;- Vs_ + 0 tr-ri where 

ctvio= 
- is the gradient of c-(w) at vi z o , and is greater than, but not in the 

vicinity of the critical value. 

When °("7:") a distinction is drawn between the cases where 
and >ro (i) In the first case, the e-xpre.ssions for -.4. and. z, are 

= I 

and. while Y'N remains r, . From ( 4'3 and (4) we then, obtain 

Lcr 

/ 
7:s 

. 

r 1,1/4 

I o 

.. 

a 
. 

I i ,.:.1_,,,v., r (, . 
i--- -Zi-- -9- - 

,.)... -:. 

r2-,,-- i vk. u..? \ 
J 3 

tk, 

Ì)t ? 
.16 ten 

5 is seen to be --.:¢and so does not exceed that order when Ç < 

iqhen and -4-- 0 (i consider for simplicity. the case when 
7e, tt;ef er to equation (3!-?) of the prey:Louis section and insert the appropriate formula. 

for 't 4-1) It was shown that and for values of near 
v fc&j such that this becomes 1...z, = ot; 41) where a-.0 

also «X L ° (ïr-t. 40) and ti has. to be replaced by 
( These relations follow on. making use of the facts that t and. -I- .°41:c = 

own 

zi 
apologise for the clashing Z. notations. 
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With -1;he above substitations, equations (ii 6 and (0) lead. to 

.:, 

-1- 
t .% l 

(.1 

r C 

T"< 

3 .1 

Since G),k) is at most c() for 7.<.z.7_ we insert this formula in. (39) 
and arrive at the final result that 

1:2) 
t 

0.) 
,- [Ct a 11 1 4 j-6 - L- 

GLLA- t, 

1- 
f- 77- ,aws. k, ka. D.-7 ckti 

f 

0 

( \ LN*17,--1 

This rather complicated. expression is the distribution of < required. It 

moment-generating fusiction is probably simpler, however, as a Fourier transfona 
respect to converts the t) integration into something which could be put into 
Airey's form and so expressed in terns of E:y ,.in which case the expression would. 
reduce to a single integral. 

When .0-4,c) , the whole expression has to be multiplied by I- tç as 
mentioned on p.25. The case where is small presumably leads to a still 
more involved for:nula for but will occur relatively infrequently in practice, 
and is not worth considering. 



APPENDIX k. 

Pir7sical interpretaion of C).i., 

Dy definition 

() - 
,1 t/V 

vN 

b. 

which by a simle transformation can be written 

Now b v, (-S2,;.,-,) is the 
e load Çiv wad. 

load where 
artificial interpretat 

Giv e 

1> 

fraction of the population of 
is the fraction of the above 
It is therefore possible to 

Ion of q 

b 

Ci, 
Kr). 

IA, -Pt 

ç. 

b 

threads which will break under 
fraction which will break under 
give the following somehwat 

1, Select from the population. all threads not exceeding in strength. 

2, Take random sample of v% of these. 

3' Replace eN threads of the sample at random by L4,, unbreakable 
threads, 

Then Q,. is the chance that when a load is applied to the resulting bundle all 
the vi.- breakable threads give .way, 

The population obtained by rejecting all threads stronger than has the 
distrZbution 

when 

when 

ct 

Suppose that under a load g the bundle comes to equilibrium when t threads survive, 
Of these being of course the unbreakable threads. non In is very large, t is 

determined as the largest root of 

Put 

and , as before, 

d 64tv s.) 

s = aky..,1) sr 

The equilibrium condition becomes 

1--r 

(.2-621/4.:) 

/ 
c 

7 ...-) 
that is 

- 

when 

when 

'N 
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Consider now fig. lA. The line 
joining [ ) A.( 7/3)] and ,o) 
cuts the vertical axis in where 

t =o Define the 
curve c-C,v> to be 

c(w) _ a.L`4(s-) 

a..( w) w r 
S 

Then it is evident from the 'geometry 
of che figure that* the line. joining 
Co `,:7 and L - 01 inc ere entsC.(u,} 
in points such that 'e and 
satisfy the condition (Al). 

As the figure is drawn, z. is the maximum root, 7.3 , of + w-'Z 

When "L- > , the number of survivors is s which is greater than , showing 
there still to be breakable threads which have not given way. The chance of all 
breakable threads giving way under load. Z. > Y. S is -thus zero, to this order, When 

< t , we have t z for all Q 5 4 . (e.g. as shown in fig. JA) and. 
chus the chance of all breakable threads giving way is now unity. When , 
however, the chance is indete:cminate and. so no information is given about 0, (..-) 
when. z ` =3 . 

But the case of is different 
( fig. 2A) for as approaches ? , : becomes v-.3 > z_ mad so che chance 
of al/ breakable 'th.read.s giving vi-a,y 

under load. In S is zero to this order, 
i.e. Q.nLz?.,,n , *7ilni7-a!'ly 

o 
When ali the roots are distinct, 

therefore, we conclude that p ,t(, t7 , 

N - hz , o and t;,,, (z 3 ) 7_ s \ n.cterm_;_.at e. Men there is only 
-' one real root -z3 . then Q ,<<31 
` is ind.eteira.ina-te. 

w 
Keeping fixed and varying a. 

we are thus able to deduce that 
Cz.) o when '2.` < 

where a4 and z, are the single 
and double roots at the tangent 
position corresponding to Af E 3 R) 
Outside this range of z. we get no 
information about G. ,Cz' by the 
present argument, 



APPENDIB 

Distribution of Bundle Strenpth when the load-extelision ratios are not equaJ 

Suppose the load-extension ratio is distributed, independently of breaking 
strength and extension, according to the law cl)(k)ct, Let the ratios for the n 
individual threads of a bundle be -.4,1 where the threads break in 
the order , Under a load. S suppose that when threads remain, the 
extension is e , so that the load on the v.--1,N thread is Then 

C e :K.ck Tor the whole bundle to give way under load , the 

breaking extensions must satisfy the relations 

and thus for given 04..1 

o < < 

4.4- 1- tz4 

s t < 

,- ct" the chance of the bundle giving my is 

)v'`?..) cA - trc.74.,,,,..t 

Ce) 
ck, 

O 

E 
) 

et- 

(4 

s 

0 
A 

k..t1 

r 
where E \, 9)(16-1 C is the chance of single-thread breaking,' extension being 
less than Averaginfz over all D's the distribution of breaking $trangih for any 
bundle is found to be 

1- 

b 
(1:1 

fe r .\ 
j 

D 
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